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DANIEL’ S VISION OF THE FOUR BEASTS
(Daniel 7) pt 2

I. The Context of the Vision (7:1-3)
II. The Four Beast Vision of Daniel (7:4-8)
1. The first beast represents _____________ & is described as a lion with eagle’s wings.
2. The second beast represents ______________________(7:5)… depicted as a bear raised up on one
side with three ribs in his mouth.
3. The third beast is ______________ (7:6) ….another beast like a leopard which had four wings & four
heads and dominion was given to it.
4. The forth beast was ____________ (7:7) … nearly non-descript as a beast of prey, it is described here
as…

* The Point: This prophecy of the Roman Empire in Daniel 7 & its description has a two fold application:
a. Historically to the Roman Empire of _________ day which is now past & has been____________,
but also…
b. Prophetically concerning a revived Roman Empire that is yet____________, that will culminate at
Jesus _________________________!
5. This indicates that the Roman Empire experiences _____ stages in history:
a. The non-descript ______________stage (7:7a)
b. The _______ toes or _________ horn stage (7:7b)
c. The little horn or __________________stage (7:8)

III. A Heavenly Vision (7:9-14)
1. The vision here is _________________in origin & has The Ancient of Days who is, God
the_____________, seated on His throne to administer______________________.


What does the term “Ancient of Days” signify?



How is He described?

2. The context of this scene is judgment of the Times of the _______________& the ______________who
speaks pompous words of _________________against the God of heaven.

3. The Little Horn is the__________________ , the Man of_______ , or the ___________of Revelation 13,
who will eventually be Judged by God & thrown into the______________________________. (7:11)


Does this judgment teach annihilation for sin & transgression or does it indicate eternal retribution for
sin & transgression?

4. The other beasts of the vision had their political dominion ______________away, but their
______________ as empires ___________________ during the times of the Gentiles. (7:12)

5. In the next scene, Daniel sees one like the “Son of Man”, who is______________________, coming in
the clouds of heaven & stand before the Ancient of Days.


What does the term “Son of Man” indicate?



What does coming with the clouds of heaven mean?



Why Did Jesus Christ come before the Ancient of Days at this point in the vision?

6. To Christ was given, _______________ , _____________ , & a _____________________. (7:14)


What does this entail?



What does all this mean to us today?

IV. The Interpretation of the Four Beast Vision (7:15-28)

